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It's Ernest Rutherford's birthday today. Along
with Michael Faraday, Rutherford was the
greatest experimentalist in modern history and
the twentieth century's experimental counterpart
to Einstein. Rutherford stands out because he
defies the traditional notion of genius. He was a
gruff, plain spoken man with a booming voice
who came from simple farming roots. He had
little patience for philosophizing and even less
for high-flying theorizing; he once said that
"theorists play games with their symbols while
we discover truths about the universe". And yet
he had an eye for theoretical talent that allowed
him to nurture Niels Bohr, as dyed-in-the-wool a
theoretician and philosopher as you could find.
When asked why he adored Bohr in spite of his
general disdain for theoreticians, he famously

quipped, "Bohr is different. He's a football player". A grateful Bohr held Rutherford in
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Scattering Cross Section
The concept of cross section, as its name suggests, is that of effective area
for collision. The cross section of a spherical target is

The angle of scattering in Rutherford scattering depends upon the impact
parameter, with larger deflection occurring for smaller impact parameters.
The area of a circle of radius = b = impact parameter is then the cross
section for scattering above the angle associated with b, since any particle
arriving with r less than b will scatter to a larger angle. Therefore, the cross
section for scattering at a greater angle than some chosen angle is

Note that this expression is for alpha particles with Zp=2. For projectiles
with another charge Zp, then you would multiply this expression by Zp

2/4.

Calculation of impact parameter and closest approach
Determining the cross section and scattered fraction
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• 1988  Lederman, Schwartz and Steinberger

• 1995 Reines & Perl

• 2002 Davies and Koshiba & Giaconni

• 2015 Kajita and McDonald

• 20yz  ???????
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Neutrino Nobel Prizes:
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Art McDonald
SNO

“for the discovery of neutrino oscillations, 
which shows that neutrinos have mass”

NOBEL 2015 
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Takaaki Kajita, ICRR Tokyo
SuperKamiokaNDE

NOBEL 2015 

Yoji Totsuka, Tokyo
1942-2008

2002 Panofsky Prize: Koshiba*/Totsuka/Kajita
"For compelling experimental evidence for neutrino oscillations using atmospheric neutrinos." 
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Art McDonald, Queens
SNO Herbert Chen, Irvine

1942-1987

2007 B. Franklin Medal: McDonald/Totsuka
"for discovering that the three known types of elementary particles called neutrinos change into one 

another when traveling over sufficiently long distances, and that neutrinos have mass." 
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Fig. 3. Zenith-angle distributions for (a) the e-like events and (b) 
p-like events (the fully-contained and partially-contained events 
are combined). The circles with error bars show the data and the 
histogram the MC (without neutrino oscillations). The downward 
direction is given by cos 0 = 1. 
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T 

Fig. 4. Zenith-angle distribution of (p/e)d,,,/(p/e)Mc, where 
both the fully-contained and the partially-contained events are in- 
cluded. The circles with error bars show the data. Also shown 
are the expectations from the MC simulations with neutrino os- 
cillations for parameter sets (Am*, sin22t9) corresponding to the 
best-fit values to the multi-GeV data for vw - ve ((1.8x10-* 
eV*, l.O), dashes) and vF et I+ ((1.6x10-* eV2, l.O), dots) 
oscillations. 

(a) e-like events, and (b) all p-like events. One 
sees that the e-like events have a small excess of 
events for the upward- and horizontal-going direc- 
tions and the p-like events have a small deficit of 
events in the same directions. These non-uniform 
zenith-angle dependences can more clearly be seen 
in Fig. 4, which shows the zenith-angle dependence 
of ( p/e)data/( p/e)Mc. It should be noted that the 

systematic error associated with any up/down asym- 
metry is negligible compared with the statistical error. 

A possible explanation of the small (p/e)data/ 
(p/e)Mc and its zenith-angle dependence may be 
sought in neutrino oscillations. We analyzed the data 
in terms of two neutrino-oscillation channels, V~ c--f 
v, and vcL tf vr. The method of analysis was similar 
to that for sub-GeV atmospheric neutrinos [ 13. 

To test for neutrino oscillations, the fully-contained 
e- and p-like (FCe and FCp) events are respectively 
mapped on (zenith angle(cos@), and log(Evi,)) 
planes, where (cos 0, log( &is)) is meshed into 
(5 x 8) cells. The range of Evis is from 1 .O to 100 GeV. 
Similarly, the partially-contained p-like events (PC/L) 
are plotted on a cos 0 axis, where cos 0 is divided 
into S-bins. Here we do not use the information of 
Evis for the partially-contained p-like events, because 
Evis is not a good measure of the neutrino energy for 
the partially-contained events. Then a x2 is defined 
to draw contours of allowed regions on the (Am2, 
sin*28) plane: 

X (X~j(FCe))N"'Fce'eXp(-X,i(FCf?)) 1 
+ ln 

( 

(xij(FCp)) N,J(FcI.L) exp ( -Xij ( FCP) ) 
Nij(FC/L)! 1 

+ln lCxi (mp))N’ (pcfi)exp(-Xi (Ep)) 
{ Ni (Pep)! 1) 

7 

Xij(FCC?) = (1 +(Y)(l -P/2)Mij(FCe), 

Xij(FCP) = (1 +a)(1 +P/2)Mij(FCP), 

Xi (EP) = (1 +a>(1 +P/z)Mi (EPL)t 

where Ni(j) (FCe, FC,u or IXp) is the number 
of observed fully-contained e- or ,u- or partially- 
contained p-events in the (cosO(i), log(E,i,(j))) 
cell, Mi(j) (FCe, FC,u or PCp) is that of a Monte 
Carlo sample with given oscillation parameters, LY is 
a factor relevant to the absolute normalization with its 
(systematic) error ga = 30%, and p to the pfe ratio 
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(a) e-like events, and (b) all p-like events. One 
sees that the e-like events have a small excess of 
events for the upward- and horizontal-going direc- 
tions and the p-like events have a small deficit of 
events in the same directions. These non-uniform 
zenith-angle dependences can more clearly be seen 
in Fig. 4, which shows the zenith-angle dependence 
of ( p/e)data/( p/e)Mc. It should be noted that the 

systematic error associated with any up/down asym- 
metry is negligible compared with the statistical error. 

A possible explanation of the small (p/e)data/ 
(p/e)Mc and its zenith-angle dependence may be 
sought in neutrino oscillations. We analyzed the data 
in terms of two neutrino-oscillation channels, V~ c--f 
v, and vcL tf vr. The method of analysis was similar 
to that for sub-GeV atmospheric neutrinos [ 13. 

To test for neutrino oscillations, the fully-contained 
e- and p-like (FCe and FCp) events are respectively 
mapped on (zenith angle(cos@), and log(Evi,)) 
planes, where (cos 0, log( &is)) is meshed into 
(5 x 8) cells. The range of Evis is from 1 .O to 100 GeV. 
Similarly, the partially-contained p-like events (PC/L) 
are plotted on a cos 0 axis, where cos 0 is divided 
into S-bins. Here we do not use the information of 
Evis for the partially-contained p-like events, because 
Evis is not a good measure of the neutrino energy for 
the partially-contained events. Then a x2 is defined 
to draw contours of allowed regions on the (Am2, 
sin*28) plane: 
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contained p-events in the (cosO(i), log(E,i,(j))) 
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a factor relevant to the absolute normalization with its 
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Fig. 5. 90% C.L. allowed neutrino-oscillation parameters as ob- 
tained from the multi-GeV data (thick curves). 90% C.L. al- 
lowed regions as obtained from the updated sub-GeV data arc 
also shown by thick-dotted curves. The allowed regions as ob- 
tained by combining the sub- and multi-GeV data are also shown 
(shaded region ). The best-lit values are also shown by dash-crosses 
(sub-GcV data), full-crosses (multi-GeV data) and stars (sub- 
and multi-GeV data combined). The 90% C.L. excluded regions 
from the other experiments are also shown 115,16,18-21 I. 

with its (systematic)  error o'~=12%. In calculating 
M i { D (  F C e ,  F C b t  o r  P C I z )  for v u ~ v,, oscillations. 
the matter effect is taken into account. A set of  (o~, ,8) 
which minimizes the above X 2 is calculated for each 
oscillation parameter set. Then the 90% C.L. allowed 
regions are calculated. Because the optimum value 
of  sin220 lies at its physical bound, the confidence 
level contours are determined using the prescription 
for bounded physical regions given in Rcf. 113]. 

The constraints on the oscillation parameters are 
shown in Fig. 5 where the crosses indicate the best- 
fit parameters, (Am 2, sin220) = ( 1.8x 10 -2 eV 2, 1.0) 
for v u ~ ve  and ( 1.6x 10 -2 eV 2, 1.0) for v~, ~ v,, 
and the regions inside the thick curves give the 90% 
C.L. allowed regions. The X 2 values for these best-fit 
parameter sets are 172.2 and 176.9 for the v~, ~ v~ 
and v u , ~ v~ oscillations, respectively. ]0 Based on a 
Monte Carlo study, the mean of  the corresponding X 2 

m The present definition of X 2 does not give any direct estimatc 
of the goodness of the fit. 

are 173.4 and 173.6 for the v u ~ u~ and vu ~ u~ 
oscillations, respectively. For the MC prediction we 
used Flux A [8] ,  although no significant difference 
occurs if  Flux B is used. Also shown in Fig. 5 are the 
constraints on neutrino oscillation parameters based 
on updated sub-GeV data (see below).  

From Fig. 5, one may make the following observa- 
tions. First, the allowed regions as derived from the 
sub- and multi-GeV data largely overlap. There is no 
inconsistency between the sub- and mult i-GeV data 
when interpreting them in terms of  neutrino oscilla- 
tions. Second, the high A m  2 regions (Am 2 > 9 x  l0 -2 
eV 2 for both the v ~  ~-~ v e and v u ~-~ u r  oscil lat ions) 
arc excluded at 90% C.L. by the present analysis of  
the multi-GeV data. This is a consequence of  the ob- 
served zenith-angle dependence. 

Since the sub- and multi-GeV data are mutually 
consistent, we obtained an allowed region of  neutrino 
oscillation parameters based on all the Kamiokande 
data. The result is also shown in Fig. 5. 

The observed zenith-angle dependence of  
(# /e )da ta / ( /z /e )MC was shown in Fig. 4. Also shown 
in Fig. 4 are expectations from the MC simulations 
for parameter sets (Am 2, sin220) corresponding to 
the best fit values for the v u  ~-* ve  and v u ~-~ vT 

oscillations. One sees that the MC predictions which 
include neutrino oscillations reproduce the data in 
Fig. 4, and that the observed zenith-angle distribution 
is consistent with an oscillation interpretation. 

To confirm that the obtained results do not depend 
strongly on the specific choice of  the flux calculation 
or the MC modeling, we repeated the above analysis 
with cr,~ = I(X)% and o'/3 = 100%, i.e., the parameter 
regions of  neutrino oscillations were obtained with- 
out relying on the absolute flux calculation and the 
ca l cu la t ed /z / e  ratio. We found that null neutrino os- 
cillation was excluded at 99% C.L. even in this very 
conservative assumption. We repeat that this result is a 
consequence of  the observed zenith-angle dependence 
of  (/2,/e)data/(/z/e)MC in Fig. 4, which supports the 
neutrino oscillation interpretation independent of  the 
small # / e  ratio. 

We compare the results from the present data with 
those from the sub-GeV data [ l ]  which are fully- 
contained events with Evis less than 1.33 GeV. The 
sub-GeV data are updated in Table 2. The systematic 
error on the s u b - G e V / z / e  ratio has been discussed in 
Re(. [ 1 ]. The updated value of  (/.z/e)data/(P-,/e) MC is 
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Fig. 3. Zenith-angle distributions for (a) the e-like events and (b) 
p-like events (the fully-contained and partially-contained events 
are combined). The circles with error bars show the data and the 
histogram the MC (without neutrino oscillations). The downward 
direction is given by cos 0 = 1. 
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Fig. 4. Zenith-angle distribution of (p/e)d,,,/(p/e)Mc, where 
both the fully-contained and the partially-contained events are in- 
cluded. The circles with error bars show the data. Also shown 
are the expectations from the MC simulations with neutrino os- 
cillations for parameter sets (Am*, sin22t9) corresponding to the 
best-fit values to the multi-GeV data for vw - ve ((1.8x10-* 
eV*, l.O), dashes) and vF et I+ ((1.6x10-* eV2, l.O), dots) 
oscillations. 

(a) e-like events, and (b) all p-like events. One 
sees that the e-like events have a small excess of 
events for the upward- and horizontal-going direc- 
tions and the p-like events have a small deficit of 
events in the same directions. These non-uniform 
zenith-angle dependences can more clearly be seen 
in Fig. 4, which shows the zenith-angle dependence 
of ( p/e)data/( p/e)Mc. It should be noted that the 

systematic error associated with any up/down asym- 
metry is negligible compared with the statistical error. 

A possible explanation of the small (p/e)data/ 
(p/e)Mc and its zenith-angle dependence may be 
sought in neutrino oscillations. We analyzed the data 
in terms of two neutrino-oscillation channels, V~ c--f 
v, and vcL tf vr. The method of analysis was similar 
to that for sub-GeV atmospheric neutrinos [ 13. 

To test for neutrino oscillations, the fully-contained 
e- and p-like (FCe and FCp) events are respectively 
mapped on (zenith angle(cos@), and log(Evi,)) 
planes, where (cos 0, log( &is)) is meshed into 
(5 x 8) cells. The range of Evis is from 1 .O to 100 GeV. 
Similarly, the partially-contained p-like events (PC/L) 
are plotted on a cos 0 axis, where cos 0 is divided 
into S-bins. Here we do not use the information of 
Evis for the partially-contained p-like events, because 
Evis is not a good measure of the neutrino energy for 
the partially-contained events. Then a x2 is defined 
to draw contours of allowed regions on the (Am2, 
sin*28) plane: 

X (X~j(FCe))N"'Fce'eXp(-X,i(FCf?)) 1 
+ ln 

( 

(xij(FCp)) N,J(FcI.L) exp ( -Xij ( FCP) ) 
Nij(FC/L)! 1 

+ln lCxi (mp))N’ (pcfi)exp(-Xi (Ep)) 
{ Ni (Pep)! 1) 

7 

Xij(FCC?) = (1 +(Y)(l -P/2)Mij(FCe), 

Xij(FCP) = (1 +a)(1 +P/2)Mij(FCP), 

Xi (EP) = (1 +a>(1 +P/z)Mi (EPL)t 

where Ni(j) (FCe, FC,u or IXp) is the number 
of observed fully-contained e- or ,u- or partially- 
contained p-events in the (cosO(i), log(E,i,(j))) 
cell, Mi(j) (FCe, FC,u or PCp) is that of a Monte 
Carlo sample with given oscillation parameters, LY is 
a factor relevant to the absolute normalization with its 
(systematic) error ga = 30%, and p to the pfe ratio 
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events in the same directions. These non-uniform 
zenith-angle dependences can more clearly be seen 
in Fig. 4, which shows the zenith-angle dependence 
of ( p/e)data/( p/e)Mc. It should be noted that the 

systematic error associated with any up/down asym- 
metry is negligible compared with the statistical error. 

A possible explanation of the small (p/e)data/ 
(p/e)Mc and its zenith-angle dependence may be 
sought in neutrino oscillations. We analyzed the data 
in terms of two neutrino-oscillation channels, V~ c--f 
v, and vcL tf vr. The method of analysis was similar 
to that for sub-GeV atmospheric neutrinos [ 13. 

To test for neutrino oscillations, the fully-contained 
e- and p-like (FCe and FCp) events are respectively 
mapped on (zenith angle(cos@), and log(Evi,)) 
planes, where (cos 0, log( &is)) is meshed into 
(5 x 8) cells. The range of Evis is from 1 .O to 100 GeV. 
Similarly, the partially-contained p-like events (PC/L) 
are plotted on a cos 0 axis, where cos 0 is divided 
into S-bins. Here we do not use the information of 
Evis for the partially-contained p-like events, because 
Evis is not a good measure of the neutrino energy for 
the partially-contained events. Then a x2 is defined 
to draw contours of allowed regions on the (Am2, 
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7/24/2015 

T2K far detector: Super-Kamiokande 
Select CC νe and νµ candidates, in a 50kton water 
Cherenkov detector (Super-Kamiokande) 
!  Efficient for (CCQE-like) interactions  

!  Select single ring (only lepton above 
threshold) 

!  Decay electron (from below threshold µ or π  
final state) tagging capability 

!  Determine lepton flavor based on ring topology 
!  Excellent muon-electron separation; 1% rate 

of mu identified as e 
!  Lacks sign selection separation of ν, ν 

28 

Example atmospheric neutrino interaction 

PID likelihood sub-GeV 1ring (FC)
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 100
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Super Kamiokande IV 1417.4 days : Monitoring

e-like 3191 muon-like 3110

CCQE electron

Super Kamiokande IV 1417.4 days : Monitoring

CCQE muon

Electron/Muon&PID&at&SuperNK&�

�   ParJcle&idenJficaJon&using&
ring&shape&and&opening&angle&

�   Probability&that&a&muon&is&misN
idenJfied&as&an&electron&is&<1%&
!  Very&small&νµ&CC&background&for&

&νe&appearance&search�
���

νe&CC� νµ&CC�

eNlike� µNlike�
atmospheric ν data
MC

K. Mahn, FNAL W&C seminar 

circa 2015
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12/6/15, 3:57 PMSuper-Kamiokande Official Homepage

Page 3 of 3http://www-sk.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/sk/physics/atmnu-e.html

Furthermore, in 2004 detailed analysis of atmospheric neutrinos shows a sinusoidal dependence

of the event rate as a function of “Length/Energy”, which confirmed the neutrino oscillations.

Figure 4� Survival probability of muon

neutrinos as a function of L (neutrino

path length)/E (neutrino energy)

Black dots show the observation and blue

line shows the prediction based on

neutrino oscillation. Data shows a dip

around L/E=500km/GeV. The prediction

of neutrino oscillation agree well with the

dip, but other theories (red and green

lines) cannot explain that.

(C) 2007 Kamioka Observatory, ICRR, Univ. of Tokyo, Higashi-Mozumi, Kamioka-cho, Hida 506-1205 Japan
webmaster@km.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp ; Last update: 2010/03/17 17:13
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Fully Contained (FC)

Upward-going Muons (Up-m) 

Partially Contained (PC)

• In total 19 analysis samples
(classified by ν flavors, event topologies, energies, …)

• Fit to the data in bins of cosqzenith and momentum
• Dominated by νµÆντ oscillations
• Interested in sub-dominant contributions

Three-flavor effects, Sterile Neutrinos, LIV, … 

Zenith angle distribution of each sample

Atmospheric neutrino ~ Analysis samples in SK

8

TAUP 2015  Hayato
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5

fluxes. The CC and ES results reported here are consis-
tent with the earlier SNO results [2] for Teff≥6.75 MeV.
The excess of the NC flux over the CC and ES fluxes
implies neutrino flavor transformations.

A simple change of variables resolves the data di-
rectly into electron (φe) and non-electron (φµτ ) compo-
nents [13],

φe = 1.76+0.05
−0.05(stat.)+0.09

−0.09 (syst.)

φµτ = 3.41+0.45
−0.45(stat.)+0.48

−0.45 (syst.)

assuming the standard 8B shape. Combining the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature, φµτ

is 3.41+0.66
−0.64, which is 5.3σ above zero, providing strong

evidence for flavor transformation consistent with neu-
trino oscillations [8, 9]. Adding the Super-Kamiokande
ES measurement of the 8B flux [10] φSK

ES = 2.32 ±
0.03(stat.)+0.08

−0.07 (syst.) as an additional constraint, we

find φµτ = 3.45+0.65
−0.62, which is 5.5σ above zero. Fig-

ure 3 shows the flux of non-electron flavor active neutri-
nos vs the flux of electron neutrinos deduced from the
SNO data. The three bands represent the one standard
deviation measurements of the CC, ES, and NC rates.
The error ellipses represent the 68%, 95%, and 99% joint
probability contours for φe and φµτ .

Removing the constraint that the solar neutrino energy
spectrum is undistorted, the signal decomposition is re-
peated using only the cos θ⊙ and (R/RAV)3 information.
The total flux of active 8B neutrinos measured with the
NC reaction is

φSNO
NC = 6.42+1.57

−1.57(stat.)+0.55
−0.58 (syst.)

which is in agreement with the shape constrained value
above and with the standard solar model prediction [11]
for 8B, φSSM = 5.05+1.01

−0.81.
In summary, the results presented here are the first di-

rect measurement of the total flux of active 8B neutrinos
arriving from the sun and provide strong evidence for
neutrino flavor transformation. The CC and ES reaction
rates are consistent with the earlier results [2] and with
the NC reaction rate under the hypothesis of flavor trans-
formation. The total flux of 8B neutrinos measured with
the NC reaction is in agreement with the SSM prediction.

This research was supported by: Canada: NSERC, In-
dustry Canada, NRC, Northern Ontario Heritage Fund
Corporation, Inco, AECL, Ontario Power Generation;
US: Dept. of Energy; UK: PPARC. We thank the SNO
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TABLE XIX: Systematic uncertainties (%) on fluxes for the energy-

unconstrained analysis of the salt data set. Note that “const.” de-

notes an energy-independent systematic component and “E dep” an

energy-dependent part.

Source NC uncert. (%) CC uncert. (%) ES uncert. (%)

Energy scale (const.) -3.3, +3.8 -0.9, +1.0 -1.6, +1.9

Energy scale (E dep.) -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1

Energy radial bias -2.0, +2.1 -0.6, +0.7 -1.1, +1.2

Energy resolution -0.8, +0.8 -0.2, +0.2 -0.7, +0.7

β14 mean (const.) -3.6, +4.5 -4.0, +3.7 -1.2, +1.3

β14 mean (E dep.) -0.1, +0.2 -0.2, +0.0 -0.0, +0.1

β14 width -0.0, +0.0 -0.2, +0.2 -0.2, +0.2

Radial scale (const.) -3.0, +3.3 -2.6, +2.5 -2.6, +3.0

Radial scale (E dep.) -0.6, +0.5 -0.9, +0.8 -0.7, +0.8

Vertex x -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0 -0.1, +0.1

Vertex y -0.1, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0 -0.1, +0.1

Vertex z -0.2, +0.2 -0.1, +0.1 -0.0, +0.0

Vertex resolution -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1

Angular resolution -0.2, +0.2 -0.4, +0.4 -5.1, +5.1

Internal neutron bkgd. -1.9, +1.6 -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

Internal γ bkgd. -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1 -0.0, +0.0

Internal Cherenkov bkgd. -0.9, +0.0 -0.9, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

External Cherenkov bkgd. -0.2, +0.0 -0.2, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

Instrumental bkgd. -0.4, +0.0 -0.3, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

Neutron capture eff. -2.3, +2.1 -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

Total systematic -6.9, +7.6 -5.1, +4.7 -6.2, +6.5

Cross section [45] ±1.1 ±1.2 ±0.5
Total statistical ±4.2 ±3.7 ±9.3

TABLE XX: Systematic uncertainties (%) on fluxes for the energy-

constrained analysis of the salt data set. Note that “const.” denotes an

energy-independent systematic component and “E dep” an energy-

dependent part.

Source NC uncert. (%) CC uncert. (%) ES uncert. (%)

Energy scale (const.) -0.3, +0.7 -3.7, +3.9 -1.8, +1.6

Energy scale (E dep.) -0.9, +1.0 -1.0, +1.0 -0.2, +0.2

Energy radial bias -0.1, +0.1 -2.5, +2.6 -1.0, +0.9

Energy resolution -2.1, +2.1 -1.1, +1.1 -0.6, +0.6

β14 mean (const.) -2.2, +3.0 -2.4, +2.0 -0.5, +2.3

β14 mean (E dep.) -0.2, +0.2 -0.2, +0.2 -0.7, +0.7

β14 width -0.0, +0.0 -0.1, +0.1 -0.8, +0.8

Radial scale (const.) -3.0, +3.3 -2.7, +2.6 -1.9, +2.9

Radial scale (E dep.) -0.2, +0.2 -1.3, +1.2 -0.8, +0.8

Vertex x -0.0, +0.1 -0.0, +0.0 -0.1, +0.1

Vertex y -0.1, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0 -0.2, +0.2

Vertex z -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

Vertex resolution -0.1, +0.1 -0.2, +0.2 -0.7, +0.7

Angular resolution -0.2, +0.2 -0.4, +0.4 -4.9, +4.9

Internal neutron bkgd. -1.9, +1.6 -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

Internal γ bkgd. -0.2, +0.1 -0.1, +0.0 -0.0, +0.1

Internal Cherenkov bkgd. -0.9, +0.0 -0.8, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

External Cherenkov bkgd. -0.2, +0.0 -0.2, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

Instrumental bkgd. -0.4, +0.0 -0.3, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

Neutron capture eff. -2.3, +2.1 -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0

Total systematic -5.4, +5.7 -6.2, +6.0 -5.9, +6.6

Cross section [45] ±1.1 ±1.2 ±0.5
Total Statistical ±3.9 ±3.1 ±9.8

Note that the uncertainties on the ratios are not normally dis-

tributed.

The non-νe active neutrino component (φµτ) of the 8B flux

can be determined by subtracting the φe component, as mea-

sured by the CC flux, from the NC and ES fluxes. Whereas the

NC measurement is equally sensitive to all active neutrinos,

the ES measurement has reduced sensitivity to non-electron

neutrinos in the form φES = φe + 0.1553φµτ. The resulting φµτ
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FIG. 29: Flux of µ + τ neutrinos versus flux of electron neutri-

nos. CC, NC and ES flux measurements are indicated by the filled

bands. The total 8B solar neutrino flux predicted by the Standard So-

lar Model [13] is shown as dashed lines, and that measured with the

NC channel is shown as the solid band parallel to the model predic-

tion. The narrow band parallel to the SNO ES result correponds to

the Super-Kamiokande result in [9]. The intercepts of these bands

with the axes represent the ±1σ uncertainties. The non-zero value

of φµτ provides strong evidence for neutrino flavor transformation.

The point represents φe from the CC flux and φµτ from the NC-CC

difference with 68%, 95%, and 99% C.L. contours included.

fluxes, in units of 106 cm−2 s−1, are

φNC,uncon
µτ = 3.26 ± 0.25 (stat) +0.40

−0.35 (syst)

φES,uncon
µτ = 4.36 ± 1.52 (stat) +0.90

−0.87 (syst).

Figure 29 shows the flux of non-electron flavor active neutri-

nos (φµτ) versus the flux of electron neutrinos (φe). The error

ellipses shown are the 68%, 95% and 99% joint probability

contours for φµτ and φe.

Adding the constraint of an undistorted 8B energy spectrum

to the signal extraction yields, for comparison with earlier re-

sults (in units of 106 cm−2s−1):

φcon
CC = 1.72+0.05

−0.05(stat)+0.11
−0.11(syst)

φcon
ES = 2.34+0.23

−0.23(stat)+0.15
−0.14(syst)

φcon
NC = 4.81+0.19

−0.19(stat)+0.28
−0.27(syst),

with corresponding ratios

φcon
CC

φcon
NC

= 0.358 ± 0.021 (stat) +0.028
−0.029 (syst)

φcon
CC

φcon
ES

= 0.736 ± 0.079 (stat) +0.050
−0.049 (syst),

5

fluxes. The CC and ES results reported here are consis-
tent with the earlier SNO results [2] for Teff≥6.75 MeV.
The excess of the NC flux over the CC and ES fluxes
implies neutrino flavor transformations.

A simple change of variables resolves the data di-
rectly into electron (φe) and non-electron (φµτ ) compo-
nents [13],

φe = 1.76+0.05
−0.05(stat.)+0.09

−0.09 (syst.)

φµτ = 3.41+0.45
−0.45(stat.)+0.48

−0.45 (syst.)

assuming the standard 8B shape. Combining the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature, φµτ

is 3.41+0.66
−0.64, which is 5.3σ above zero, providing strong

evidence for flavor transformation consistent with neu-
trino oscillations [8, 9]. Adding the Super-Kamiokande
ES measurement of the 8B flux [10] φSK

ES = 2.32 ±
0.03(stat.)+0.08

−0.07 (syst.) as an additional constraint, we

find φµτ = 3.45+0.65
−0.62, which is 5.5σ above zero. Fig-

ure 3 shows the flux of non-electron flavor active neutri-
nos vs the flux of electron neutrinos deduced from the
SNO data. The three bands represent the one standard
deviation measurements of the CC, ES, and NC rates.
The error ellipses represent the 68%, 95%, and 99% joint
probability contours for φe and φµτ .

Removing the constraint that the solar neutrino energy
spectrum is undistorted, the signal decomposition is re-
peated using only the cos θ⊙ and (R/RAV)3 information.
The total flux of active 8B neutrinos measured with the
NC reaction is

φSNO
NC = 6.42+1.57

−1.57(stat.)+0.55
−0.58 (syst.)

which is in agreement with the shape constrained value
above and with the standard solar model prediction [11]
for 8B, φSSM = 5.05+1.01

−0.81.
In summary, the results presented here are the first di-

rect measurement of the total flux of active 8B neutrinos
arriving from the sun and provide strong evidence for
neutrino flavor transformation. The CC and ES reaction
rates are consistent with the earlier results [2] and with
the NC reaction rate under the hypothesis of flavor trans-
formation. The total flux of 8B neutrinos measured with
the NC reaction is in agreement with the SSM prediction.
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Neutrino Flavor Change in Matter

Coherent forward scattering 

from ambient matter can have 

a big effect.

VW = +
√

2GF Ne

VZ = −

√

2

2
GF Nn

(− for νe)

(+ for να)

#e/vol

#n/vol

Coherent Forward
Scattering: 

Wolfenstein ‘78
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SNO’s impact:
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iments. It also shows the result of these experiments
combined with the results of the KamLAND experiment.
Compared to the result in Figure 15, this clearly shows
that allowing non-zero values of ✓13 brings the solar neu-
trino experimental results into better agreement with the
results from the KamLAND experiment.

Figure 17 shows the projection of these results onto
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that due to the di↵erent dependence between tan2
✓12

and sin2
✓13 for the solar neutrino experimental results

and the KamLAND experimental results, the combined
constraint on sin2

✓13 was significantly better than the
individual constraints.

Table X summarizes the results from these three-flavor
neutrino oscillation analyses. Tests with the inverted hi-
erarchy, i.e. negative values of �m

2
31, gave essentially

identical results [36].
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• � Flavor Oscillations/Transformations are a Fact:

Neutrino Oscillation Experiments have revealed that neutrinos change
flavor after propagating a finite distance. The rate of change depends on
the neutrino energy, E�, and the baseline, L. The evidence is overwhelming!

Two di�erent L/E scales have been observed:

• Atmospheric L/E = 500 km/GeV and Solar L/E = 15, 000 km/GeV

The simplest and only satisfactory explanation of all this data is that
neutrinos have distinct masses, and mix.

Except: LSND, miniBooNE, reactor anomaly, gallium anomaly.

– Typeset by FoilTEX – 2

• Labeling massive neutrinos:

• To Be Majorana or Not To Be Majorana?

• We know (|Ue2|2, |Ue3|2, |Uµ3|2) with precision of (5,10,15)% but
have little information on the other 6 elements of the PMNS matrix without
assuming Unitarity.

• Stringent tests of the ⌫SM Paradigm, determining the Mass Hierarchy
& measuring CPV are the next steps. Unitarity Triangle? Tau’s?

• Are there lite Sterile neutrinos?
Can we exclude |Ue4|2 and |Uµ4|2 > 0.01, say, for �m2 ⇠ 1eV 2

• Solving the Neutrino Masses and Mixing pattern is di�cult challenge
for Theory!
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⌫̄µ disappearance [10, 11]. Using only the relative rates
between the detectors and �m2

32

from Ref. [10] we found
sin

2

2✓
13

= 0.085± 0.006, with �2/NDF = 1.37/3.
The reconstructed positron energy spectrum observed in the

far site is compared in Fig. 3 with the expectation based on
the near-site measurements. The 68.3%, 95.5% and 99.7%
C.L. allowed regions in the |�m2

ee

|-sin2 2✓
13

plane are shown
in Fig. 4. The spectral shape from all experimental halls
is compared in Fig. 5 to the electron antineutrino survival
probability assuming our best estimates of the oscillation
parameters. The total uncertainties of both sin

2

2✓
13

and
|�m2

ee

| are dominated by statistics. The most significant
systematic uncertainties for sin2 2✓

13

are due to the relative
detector efficiency, reactor power, relative energy scale and
9Li/8He background. The systematic uncertainty in |�m2

ee

| is
dominated by uncertainty in the relative energy scale.
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FIG. 3. Upper: Background-subtracted reconstructed positron
energy spectrum observed in the far site (black points), as well as
the expectation derived from the near sites excluding (blue line) or
including (red line) our best estimate of oscillation. The spectra
were efficiency-corrected and normalized to one day of livetime.
Lower: Ratio of the spectra to the no-oscillation case. The error bars
show the statistical uncertainty of the far site data. The shaded area
includes the systematic and statistical uncertainties from the near site
measurements.

In summary, enhanced measurements of sin
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and
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ee| have been obtained by studying the energy-
dependent disappearance of the electron antineutrino inter-
actions recorded in a 6.9⇥105 GW

th

-ton-days exposure.
Improvements in calibration, background estimation, as well
as increased statistics allow this study to provide the most
precise estimates to date of the neutrino mass and mixing
parameters |�m2

ee| and sin
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.
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(shaded band, 68.3% C.L.) was consistent with measurements of
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32| using muon disappearance by the MINOS [10] and T2K [11]
experiments, converted to |�m2

ee| assuming the normal (solid) and
inverted (dashed) mass hierarchy.
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FIG. 5. Electron antineutrino survival probability versus effective
propagation distance Le↵ divided by the average antineutrino energy
hE⌫i. The data points represent the ratios of the observed
antineutrino spectra to the expectation assuming no oscillation. The
solid line represents the expectation using the best estimates of
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ee|. The error bars are statistical only. hE⌫i
was calculated for each bin using the estimated detector response,
and Le↵ was obtained by equating the actual flux to an effective
antineutrino flux using a single baseline.
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FIG. 4. Allowed regions of 68.3, 95.5, and 99.7% C.L. in the
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ee| vs. sin2 2✓13 plane. The best-fit values are given by
the black dot. The ��2 distributions for sin2 2✓13 (top) and
|�m2

ee| (right) are also shown with an 1� band. The rate-
only result for sin2 2✓13 is shown by the cross. The results
from Daya Bay [10] and Double Chooz [24] are also shown for
comparison.
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obtained from the observed probability in the near detector,
for the best-fit values of |�m2
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value of each data point is given by the average of the counts
in each bin.

In summary, RENO has observed clear energy-
dependent disappearance of reactor ⌫

e

using two iden-
tical detectors, and obtains sin2 2✓13 = 0.082±0.010 and
|�m2

ee

| = (2.62+0.24
�0.26)⇥ 10�3 eV2 based on the measured

periodic disappearance expected from neutrino oscilla-
tions. Several improvements in energy calibration and
background estimation have been made to reduce the sys-
tematic error of sin2 2✓13 from 0.019 [1] to 0.006. With
the 500 day data sample together, RENO has produced
a precise measurement of the mixing angle ✓13. It would
provide an important information on determination of

the leptonic CP phase if combined with a result of an
accelerator neutrino beam experiment [6].
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value of 7.3σ. These significances were calculated using a
test statistic having fixed values for θ23 and δCP. For any
values for these parameters, consistent with their present
uncertainties, the significance remains above 7σ.
As the precision of this measurement increases, the

uncertainty from other oscillation parameters becomes
increasingly important. The uncertainties on θ23 and
Δm2

32 are taken into account in the fit by adding a Lconst
term and marginalizing the likelihood over θ23 and Δm2

32.
The Lconst term is the likelihood as a function of sin2θ23 and
Δm2

32, obtained from the T2K νμ disappearance measure-
ment [30]. The value of δCP and the hierarchy are held
fixed in the fit. Performing the fit for all values of δCP,
the allowed 68% and 90% C.L. regions for sin22θ13 are
obtained as shown in Fig. 5. For δCP ¼ 0 and normal
(inverted) hierarchy case, the best-fit value with a 68% C.L.
is sin22θ13 ¼ 0.136þ0.044

−0.033 (0.166þ0.051
−0.042). With the current

statistics, the correlation between the νμ disappearance and
νe appearance measurements in T2K is negligibly small.
Constraints on δCP are obtained by combining our results

with the θ13 value measured by reactor experiments. The
additional likelihood constraint term on sin22θ13 is defined
as expf−ðsin22θ13 − 0.098Þ2=½2ð0.0132Þ&g, where 0.098
and 0.013 are the averaged value and the error of sin22θ13
from PDG2012 [9]. The −2Δ ln L curve as a function of
δCP is shown in Fig. 6, where the likelihood is marginalized
over sin22θ13, sin2θ23, and Δm2

32. The combined T2K and
reactor measurements prefer δCP ¼ −π=2. The 90% C.L.
limits shown in Fig. 6 are evaluated by using the Feldman-
Cousins method [31] in order to extract the excluded
region. The data exclude δCP between 0.19π and 0.80π
(−π and−0.97π, and−0.04π and π) with normal (inverted)
hierarchy at 90% C.L.
The maximum value of −2Δ ln L is 3.38 (5.76) at

δCP ¼ π=2 for the normal (inverted) hierarchy case. This
value is compared with a large number of toy MC experi-
ments, generated assuming δCP ¼ −π=2, sin22θ13 ¼ 0.1,

sin2θ23 ¼ 0.5, and Δm2
32 ¼ 2.4 × 10−3 eV2. The MC aver-

aged value of −2Δ ln L at δCP ¼ π=2 is 2.20 (4.10) for the
normal (inverted) hierarchy case, and the probability of
obtaining a value greater or equal to the observed value is
34.1% (33.4%). With the same MC settings, the expected
90% C.L. exclusion region is evaluated to be between
0.35π and 0.63π (0.09π and 0.90π) radians for the normal
(inverted) hierarchy case.
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4.2. Joint analysis of ⌫µ disappearance and ⌫e appearance samples in MINOS

Beginning in 2005 (2003 for collection of atmospheric data), the MINOS experiment

has provided precision measurements of the oscillation parameters �m2 and sin2(2✓) for

e↵ective definitions of these parameters in a two-neutrino approximation. Most recently,

MINOS has quoted 2.28 x 10�3 < |�m2

32

| < 2.46 x 10�3 eV 2 (68% confidence) and a

90% C.L. range for ✓
23

of 0.37 < sin2 ✓
13

< 0.64 (both normal mass hierarchy), using

a complete 3-neutrino description of the data [54]. Atmospheric data and appearance

data are included in the combined fits. In particular, the ⌫e appearance data and

atmospheric data provide, in principle, sensitivity to additional information concerning

mass hierarchy and CP phase. As an example, the atmospheric data sample, divided into

neutrino and antineutrino samples for up-going multi-GeV events, shows di↵erent matter

e↵ects for normal and inverted hierarchies. In the current sample, these additional

sensitivities are limited, as shown by the presentation in Figure 16, and the fitted

values of |�m2

32

| and sin2 ✓
23

are consistent [54]. The fit results are obtained using

constraints from external data. In particular, a value of sin2 ✓
13

= 0.0242 ± 0.0025
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value of 7.3σ. These significances were calculated using a
test statistic having fixed values for θ23 and δCP. For any
values for these parameters, consistent with their present
uncertainties, the significance remains above 7σ.
As the precision of this measurement increases, the

uncertainty from other oscillation parameters becomes
increasingly important. The uncertainties on θ23 and
Δm2

32 are taken into account in the fit by adding a Lconst
term and marginalizing the likelihood over θ23 and Δm2

32.
The Lconst term is the likelihood as a function of sin2θ23 and
Δm2

32, obtained from the T2K νμ disappearance measure-
ment [30]. The value of δCP and the hierarchy are held
fixed in the fit. Performing the fit for all values of δCP,
the allowed 68% and 90% C.L. regions for sin22θ13 are
obtained as shown in Fig. 5. For δCP ¼ 0 and normal
(inverted) hierarchy case, the best-fit value with a 68% C.L.
is sin22θ13 ¼ 0.136þ0.044

−0.033 (0.166þ0.051
−0.042). With the current

statistics, the correlation between the νμ disappearance and
νe appearance measurements in T2K is negligibly small.
Constraints on δCP are obtained by combining our results

with the θ13 value measured by reactor experiments. The
additional likelihood constraint term on sin22θ13 is defined
as expf−ðsin22θ13 − 0.098Þ2=½2ð0.0132Þ&g, where 0.098
and 0.013 are the averaged value and the error of sin22θ13
from PDG2012 [9]. The −2Δ ln L curve as a function of
δCP is shown in Fig. 6, where the likelihood is marginalized
over sin22θ13, sin2θ23, and Δm2

32. The combined T2K and
reactor measurements prefer δCP ¼ −π=2. The 90% C.L.
limits shown in Fig. 6 are evaluated by using the Feldman-
Cousins method [31] in order to extract the excluded
region. The data exclude δCP between 0.19π and 0.80π
(−π and−0.97π, and−0.04π and π) with normal (inverted)
hierarchy at 90% C.L.
The maximum value of −2Δ ln L is 3.38 (5.76) at

δCP ¼ π=2 for the normal (inverted) hierarchy case. This
value is compared with a large number of toy MC experi-
ments, generated assuming δCP ¼ −π=2, sin22θ13 ¼ 0.1,

sin2θ23 ¼ 0.5, and Δm2
32 ¼ 2.4 × 10−3 eV2. The MC aver-

aged value of −2Δ ln L at δCP ¼ π=2 is 2.20 (4.10) for the
normal (inverted) hierarchy case, and the probability of
obtaining a value greater or equal to the observed value is
34.1% (33.4%). With the same MC settings, the expected
90% C.L. exclusion region is evaluated to be between
0.35π and 0.63π (0.09π and 0.90π) radians for the normal
(inverted) hierarchy case.
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e↵ective definitions of these parameters in a two-neutrino approximation. Most recently,

MINOS has quoted 2.28 x 10�3 < |�m2
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| < 2.46 x 10�3 eV 2 (68% confidence) and a

90% C.L. range for ✓
23

of 0.37 < sin2 ✓
13

< 0.64 (both normal mass hierarchy), using

a complete 3-neutrino description of the data [54]. Atmospheric data and appearance

data are included in the combined fits. In particular, the ⌫e appearance data and

atmospheric data provide, in principle, sensitivity to additional information concerning

mass hierarchy and CP phase. As an example, the atmospheric data sample, divided into

neutrino and antineutrino samples for up-going multi-GeV events, shows di↵erent matter

e↵ects for normal and inverted hierarchies. In the current sample, these additional

sensitivities are limited, as shown by the presentation in Figure 16, and the fitted
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are consistent [54]. The fit results are obtained using
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90% confidence regions for the oscillation parameters for
both normal and inverted hierarchies. The 68% and 90%
expected sensitivity curves are each 0.04 wider in sin2ðθ23Þ
than these contours. An alternative analysis employing
a binned likelihood ratio gave consistent results. Also
shown are 90% confidence regions from other recent
experimental results. Statistical uncertainties dominate
T2K’s error budget.
We calculate one-dimensional (1D) limits using a new

method inspired by Feldman-Cousins [47] and Cousins-
Highland [48] that marginalizes over the second oscillation
parameter. Toy experiments are used to calculate
−2Δ lnLcritical values, above which a parameter value is
excluded, for each value of sin2ðθ23Þ. These toy experi-
ments draw values for Δm2

32 or Δm2
13 in proportion to the

likelihood for fixed sin2ðθ23Þ, marginalized over systematic
parameters. The toy experiments draw values of the 45
systematic parameters from either Gaussian or uniform
distributions. We generate Δm2

32 or Δm2
13 limits with the

same procedure. Figure 3 shows the 1D profile likelihoods
for both mass hierarchies, with the −2Δ lnLcritical MC
estimates for NH.
The 1D 68% confidence intervals are sin2ðθ23Þ ¼

0.514þ0.055
−0.056 (0.511% 0.055) and Δm2

32 ¼ 2.51% 0.10
ðΔm2

13 ¼ 2.48% 0.10Þ × 10−3 eV2=c4 for the NH (IH).
The best fit corresponds to the maximal possible disap-
pearance probability for the three-flavor formula.
Effects of multinucleon interactions.—Inspired by more

precise measurements of neutrino-nucleus scattering
[50–53], recent theoretical work suggests that neutrino
interactions involving multinucleon mechanisms may be a
significant part of the cross section in T2K’s energy range

and might introduce a bias on the oscillation parameters as
large as a few percent [28–43]. We are the first oscillation
experiment to consider the potential bias introduced by
multinucleon interactions including potential cancellation
from measurements at the near detector. At T2K beam
energies, most interactions produce final-state nucleons
below SK’s Cherenkov threshold, making multinucleon
interactions indistinguishable from quasielastic (QE) inter-
actions. Even if the additional nucleon does not leave the
nucleus, the multinucleon mechanism alters the kinematics
of the out-going lepton, distorting the reconstructed neu-
trino energy which assumes QE kinematics (see Fig. 4) in
addition to increasing the overall QE-like event rate.
The T2K neutrino interaction generator, NEUT, includes

an effective model (pionless Δ decay) that models some,
but not all, of the expected multinucleon cross section. In
order to evaluate the possible effect on the oscillation
analysis, we perform a Monte Carlo study where the
existing effective model is replaced with a multinucleon
prediction based on the work of Nieves [43] going up to
1.5 GeV in energy. We used this modified simulation to
make ND280 and SK fake data sets with randomly chosen
systematic uncertainties but without statistical fluctuations,
and performed oscillation analyses as described above on
each of them, allowing ND280 fake data to renormalize the
SK prediction. The mean biases in the determined oscil-
lation parameters are < 1% for the ensemble, though the
sin2ðθ23Þ biases showed a 3.5% rms spread.
Conclusions.—The measurement of sin2ðθ23Þ ¼

0.514þ0.055
−0.056 (0.511% 0.055) for NH (IH) is consistent with

maximal mixing and is more precise than previous mea-
surements. The best-fit mass-squared splitting is Δm2

32 ¼
2.51% 0.10 ðIH∶ Δm2

13 ¼ 2.48% 0.10Þ × 10−3 eV2=c4.
Possible multinucleon knockout in neutrino-nucleus inter-
actions produces a small bias in the fitted oscillation
parameters and is not a significant uncertainty source at
present precision.
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Figure 15. T2K Contours of oscillation parameters sin2 ✓
23

versus |�m2

32(13)

| for 68 %
and 90 % C.L. region. The one-dimensional profile likelihoods are also shown for each
oscillation parameter in the top and right windows. The 1D �2� ln L

critical

values for
the normal mass hierarchy are shown in the windows. The Super-Kamiokande [14] and
MINOS [54] results are also shown for comparison.

has been taken from a weighted average of reactor experiment values [55], and solar

oscillation parameters are taken from [56].

4.3. Joint analysis of ⌫µ disappearance and ⌫e appearance samples in T2K

The oscillation probability of ⌫µ ! ⌫e depends on many oscillation parameters: sin2 ✓
13

,

sin2 ✓
23

, �m2

32

and �
CP

; that of ⌫µ ! ⌫µ depends mainly on sin2 ✓
23

and �m2

32

. Therefore,
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Pµ⌅e =
�� 2U⇥µ3Ue3 sin�31e�i�32 + 2U⇥µ2Ue2 sin�21

��2

Square of Atmospheric+Solar amplitude:

U⇥µ3Ue3 = s23s13c13e⇤i� for ⇥ and ⇥̄:

Approx. U⇥µ2Ue2 � c23c13s12c12 +O(s13):

Pµ⌅e �
�� 2s23s13c13 sin�31e�i(�32±�) + 2c23c13s12c12 sin�21
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Interference term di�erent for ⇥ and ⇥̄: CP violation !!!
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Vacu
um LBL:
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a = GF Ne/
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31)
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�

PatmPsol cos(�32 ± �) = 2
�

PatmPsol cos�32 cos � (9)

�2
�

PatmPsol sin �32 sin � (10)

�ij = �m2
ijL/4E

cos(�32 ± �) = cos �32 cos � � sin �32 sin � (11)

CPC only CPV

P = Psol
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Psol = cos �13 cos �23 sin 2�12
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(aL) �21
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P (⇤µ ⌅ ⇤e) = | U⇥
µ1e
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1L/2EUe1 + U⇥

µ2e
�im2
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µ3e
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⌃
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“sum of two flavor amplitudes, with phase between them” !

New ! and leads to CPV
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10/31/2015! Steve Brice - Status of Fermilab and Future Plans!8!

DUNE!

Fermilab’s proposed flagship experiment will be the “first truly 
international mega-science project on U.S. soil,” according to 
Pat Dehmer, deputy director of the DOE Office of Science. It 
will be the game-changing experiment for neutrino research. !



J-PARC P32 (LAr TPC R&D), arXiv:0804.2111 

J-PARC+HK @ Kamioka  
                      L=295km OA=2.5deg 

J-PARC+LAr @ Okinoshima 
                      L=658km OA=0.78deg 

LoI: The Hyper-Kamiokande Experiment 
                                              arXiv:1109.3262v1 

Neutrino 2012 19 

Future LBL plans using J-PARC�
Current: T2K 
 J-PARC ~0.75MW 
+ 50kt WC @ 295km 2.5° 
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• Stringent tests of the 3 ⌫ paradigm !
(Surprises?)

• Which flavor dominates ⌫3 ?
( ✓23 octant) [⌫µ ! ⌫µ]

• Is ⌫3 lighter or heavier than ⌫2, ⌫1 ?
(atmospheric mass ordering)

• What is the size of CPV ?
(� )
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LEPTOGENESIS?
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CKM picture 
Very impressive achievements from all heavy flavour 
experiments (e+e�, pp, pp) and lattice theory over the last 10 
years…. 

14th May 2013 Nobel Symposium 2013, V.Gibson 
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Unitarity Triangle:

U�
µ1Ue1 + U�

µ2Ue2 + U�
µ3Ue3 = 0

|J | = 2⇥Area

J = s12c12s23c23s13c2
13 sin �

⇤ = � or 2⇥ � �
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BRIEF ARTICLE

THE AUTHOR

when sin(aL)/(aL) ⇤ 1
Neutrino Physics disparately needs to go beyond Megawatt traditional neutrino beams

and Megaton water Cerenkov detectors: Neutrino Factory is an excellent possibility.
For large sin2 2�13 (� 0.003-0.01 say) the low energy option could provide precision

measurements of the mixings to give meaningful tests to various sum rules coming from
models and also explore the possibility of new physics as sub-leading e�ects.

For smaller values of sin2 2�13 the higher energy option provides unpresident sensitivity
to small values sin2 2�13 and has the capability to untangle neutrino mixings from other
new physics.
⇥ 1�

3
= sin �13/

⌅
2

1

Three Main things we are looking for are:

Surprises! Surprises!! SURPRISES!!!

We all have prejudices
about how Nature has organized

the Neutrino/Lepton Sector:

She has SURPRISES in store for us

Let’s go Find Them !!!!!!

� 1/3
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~1/10

Unitarity Triangle:

U�
µ1Ue1 + U�

µ2Ue2 + U�
µ3Ue3 = 0

|J | = 2�Area
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Unitarity Triangle:

U�
µ1Ue1 + U�

µ2Ue2 + U�
µ3Ue3 = 0
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only Unitarity triangle that doesn’t involve ⌫⌧ !

> 5� discovery

sin

2 ✓13 ⇡ 0.023 is the ⌫e fraction of ⌫3

(the mass state with smallest ⌫e content)

sin

2
2✓13

In Vacuum, at 1st Oscillation Maximum:

P (⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e) ranges is between 1
2 and 2 times P (⌫µ ! ⌫e) !!!

Very Di↵erent !!! Was ✓13 ⇡ ✓Cp
2

Predicted?
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Neutrino Triangle:

|Ue1||Uµ1| = 0.0�0.5; |Ue2||Uµ2| = 0.2�0.4; |Ue3||Uµ3| = 0.1(1±0.2)

�(H ! ⌫⌫̄) =
⇣

m⌫
mb

⌘2
�(H ! bb̄)

Impossibly tiny !!!

Lepton Number Conservation v. Lepton Number Violation

Dirac: L̄H⌫R OR Majorana: 1
M

(L̄H)2

Reactor/Solar ⌫’s

Atmospheric/Accelerator ⌫’s

L/E = 500 km/GeV 500 km/GeV 15 km/MeV

|U⌧3|2

|Ue1|2
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CKM picture 
Very impressive achievements from all heavy flavour 
experiments (e+e�, pp, pp) and lattice theory over the last 10 
years…. 

14th May 2013 Nobel Symposium 2013, V.Gibson 
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Unitarity and the three flavour neutrino mixing matrix.

Stephen Parke1 and Mark Ross-Lonergan2

1Theoretical Physics Department, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, P.O.Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
2IPPP, Department of Physics, Durham University, Durham DH1 3LE, UK

Unitarity is a fundamental property of any theory required to ensure we work in a theoretically
consistent framework. In comparison with the quark sector, experimental tests of unitarity for the
3x3 neutrino mixing matrix are considerably weaker. It must be remembered that the vast majority
of our information on the neutrino mixing angles originates from ⌫e and ⌫µ disappearance experi-
ments, with the assumption of unitarity being invoked to constrain the remaining elements. New
physics can invalidate this assumption for the 3x3 subset and thus modify our precision measure-
ments. We perform a reanalysis to see how global knowledge is altered when one refits oscillation
results without assuming unitarity, and present 3� ranges for allowed UPMNS elements consistent
with all observed phenomena. We calculate the bounds on the closure of the six neutrino unitarity
triangles, with the closure of the ⌫e⌫µ triangle being constrained to be  0.03, while the remaining
triangles are significantly less constrained to be  0.1 - 0.2. Similarly for the row and column nor-
malization, we find their deviation from unity is constrained to be  0.2 - 0.4, for four out of six
such normalisations, while for the ⌫µ and ⌫e row normalisation the deviations are constrained to be
 0.07, all at the 3� CL. We emphasise that there is significant room for new low energy physics,
especially in the ⌫⌧ sector which very few current experiments constrain directly.

With the knowledge of sin2 2✓
13

now almost at the 5%
level, and interplay between the long baseline accelerator
⌫µ ! ⌫e appearance data [1, 2] and short baseline reactor
⌫e ! ⌫e disappearance [3–5] data, combined with prior
knowledge of ✓

23

from ⌫µ ! ⌫µ disappearance data [6–8],
suggesting tentative global hints at �CP ⇡ 3⇡/2, there is
much merit to statements that we are now in the preci-
sion measurement era of neutrino physics. Our knowl-
edge of the distinct Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(PMNS) neutrino mixing matrix elements comes from
the plethora of successful experiments that have run since
the first strong evidence for neutrino oscillations, inter-
preted as ⌫µ ! ⌫⌧ oscillations, was discovered by Super-
Kamiokande in 1998 [9]. However, one must always re-
member that our knowledge of the matrix elements is
predominately in the ⌫e and ⌫µ sectors, and comes pri-
marily from high statistics ⌫e disappearance and ⌫µ dis-
appearance experiments, with the concept of unitarity
being invoked to disseminate this information onto the
remaining elements. With more statistics, the long base-
line ⌫µ ! ⌫e and ⌫µ ! ⌫e appearance experiments such
as T2K [10] and NO⌫A [11] will aid in ⌫µ sector precision
measurements.

Unitarity of a mixing matrix is a necessary condition
for a theoretically consistent description of the under-
lying physics, as non-unitarity directly corresponds to
a violation of probability in the calculated amplitudes.
In the neutrino sector unitarity can be directly veri-
fied by precise measurement of each of the mixing ele-
ments to confirm the unitarity condition: U †U = 1 =
UU†. In this there are 12 dependant conditions, six
of which we will refer to as normalisations (sum of the
squares of each row or column, e.g the ⌫e normalisation
|Ue1|2+ |Ue2|2+ |Ue3|2 = 1) and six conditions that mea-
sure the degree with which each unitarity triangle closes
(e.g the ⌫e⌫µ triangle: Ue1U⇤

µ1 + Ue2U⇤
µ2 + Ue3U⇤

µ3 = 0).
Currently, from direct measurements of the individual

elements only, the ⌫e normalisation is the sole condition
that can be reasonably constrained without any further
assumptions as to the origin of the non-unitarity [12].
In the quark sector, the analogous situation involv-

ing the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix has
been subject to intense verification as many distinct ex-
periments have access to probes of all of the V

CKM

el-
ements individually. Current data shows that the as-
sumption of unitarity for the 3x3 CKM matrix is valid in
the quark sector to a high precision, with the strongest
normalisation constraint being |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 =
0.9999 ± 0.0006 and the weakest still being significant
at |Vub|2 + |Vcb|2 + |Vtb|2 = 1.044± 0.06 [13]. Unlike the
quark sector, however, experimental tests of unitarity are
considerably weaker in the 3x3 U

PMNS

neutrino mixing
matrix. It remains an initial theoretical assumption in-
herent in many analyses [14–16], but is the basis for the
validity of the 3⌫ paradigm.
This non-unitarity can arise naturally in a large va-

riety of theories. A generic feature of many Beyond
the Standard Model scenarios is the inclusion of one
or more new massive fermionic singlets, uncharged un-
der the Standard Model (SM) gauge group, SU(3)C ⇥
SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y . If these new sterile states mix with the
SM neutrinos then the true mixing matrix is enlarged
from the 3x3 U

PMNS

matrix to a nxn matrix,

UExtended

PMNS

=

0

BBBBB@

U3x3

PMNSz }| {
Ue1 Ue2 Ue3 · · · Uen

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3 · · · Uµn

U⌧1 U⌧2 U⌧3 · · · U⌧n
...

...
...

. . .
...

Usn1 Usn2 Usn3 · · · Usnn

1

CCCCCA
. (1)

These so-called sterile neutrinos have been a major
discussion point for both the theoretical and experimen-
tal communities for decades. If they have masses at or
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of our information on the neutrino mixing angles originates from ⌫e and ⌫µ disappearance experi-
ments, with the assumption of unitarity being invoked to constrain the remaining elements. New
physics can invalidate this assumption for the 3x3 subset and thus modify our precision measure-
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with all observed phenomena. We calculate the bounds on the closure of the six neutrino unitarity
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from ⌫µ ! ⌫µ disappearance data [6–8],
suggesting tentative global hints at �CP ⇡ 3⇡/2, there is
much merit to statements that we are now in the preci-
sion measurement era of neutrino physics. Our knowl-
edge of the distinct Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(PMNS) neutrino mixing matrix elements comes from
the plethora of successful experiments that have run since
the first strong evidence for neutrino oscillations, inter-
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• ⌫e Disappearance

Daya Bay, RENO, many ⇠10m Reactor experiments & source
experiments.

• ⌫µ Disappearance

MINOS+, NOvA, T2K, atmospheric SK

• ⌫µ ! ⌫e Appearance

Fermilab SBN Program, T2K and NOvA: DUNE & HyperK

�����

3X

i=1

UeiUµi
⇤

�����

2


 
1�

3X

i=1

|Uei|2
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1�
3X
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|Uµi|2
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preted as ⌫µ ! ⌫⌧ oscillations, was discovered by Super-
Kamiokande in 1998 [9]. However, one must always re-
member that our knowledge of the matrix elements is
predominately in the ⌫e and ⌫µ sectors, and comes pri-
marily from high statistics ⌫e disappearance and ⌫µ dis-
appearance experiments, with the concept of unitarity
being invoked to disseminate this information onto the
remaining elements. With more statistics, the long base-
line ⌫µ ! ⌫e and ⌫µ ! ⌫e appearance experiments such
as T2K [10] and NO⌫A [11] will aid in ⌫µ sector precision
measurements.

Unitarity of a mixing matrix is a necessary condition
for a theoretically consistent description of the under-
lying physics, as non-unitarity directly corresponds to
a violation of probability in the calculated amplitudes.
In the neutrino sector unitarity can be directly veri-
fied by precise measurement of each of the mixing ele-
ments to confirm the unitarity condition: U †U = 1 =
UU†. In this there are 12 dependant conditions, six
of which we will refer to as normalisations (sum of the
squares of each row or column, e.g the ⌫e normalisation
|Ue1|2+ |Ue2|2+ |Ue3|2 = 1) and six conditions that mea-
sure the degree with which each unitarity triangle closes
(e.g the ⌫e⌫µ triangle: Ue1U⇤

µ1 + Ue2U⇤
µ2 + Ue3U⇤

µ3 = 0).
Currently, from direct measurements of the individual

elements only, the ⌫e normalisation is the sole condition
that can be reasonably constrained without any further
assumptions as to the origin of the non-unitarity [12].
In the quark sector, the analogous situation involv-

ing the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix has
been subject to intense verification as many distinct ex-
periments have access to probes of all of the V

CKM

el-
ements individually. Current data shows that the as-
sumption of unitarity for the 3x3 CKM matrix is valid in
the quark sector to a high precision, with the strongest
normalisation constraint being |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 =
0.9999 ± 0.0006 and the weakest still being significant
at |Vub|2 + |Vcb|2 + |Vtb|2 = 1.044± 0.06 [13]. Unlike the
quark sector, however, experimental tests of unitarity are
considerably weaker in the 3x3 U

PMNS

neutrino mixing
matrix. It remains an initial theoretical assumption in-
herent in many analyses [14–16], but is the basis for the
validity of the 3⌫ paradigm.
This non-unitarity can arise naturally in a large va-

riety of theories. A generic feature of many Beyond
the Standard Model scenarios is the inclusion of one
or more new massive fermionic singlets, uncharged un-
der the Standard Model (SM) gauge group, SU(3)C ⇥
SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y . If these new sterile states mix with the
SM neutrinos then the true mixing matrix is enlarged
from the 3x3 U

PMNS

matrix to a nxn matrix,

UExtended

PMNS
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These so-called sterile neutrinos have been a major
discussion point for both the theoretical and experimen-
tal communities for decades. If they have masses at or
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Unitarity is a fundamental property of any theory required to ensure we work in a theoretically
consistent framework. In comparison with the quark sector, experimental tests of unitarity for the
3x3 neutrino mixing matrix are considerably weaker. It must be remembered that the vast majority
of our information on the neutrino mixing angles originates from ⌫e and ⌫µ disappearance experi-
ments, with the assumption of unitarity being invoked to constrain the remaining elements. New
physics can invalidate this assumption for the 3x3 subset and thus modify our precision measure-
ments. We perform a reanalysis to see how global knowledge is altered when one refits oscillation
results without assuming unitarity, and present 3� ranges for allowed UPMNS elements consistent
with all observed phenomena. We calculate the bounds on the closure of the six neutrino unitarity
triangles, with the closure of the ⌫e⌫µ triangle being constrained to be  0.03, while the remaining
triangles are significantly less constrained to be  0.1 - 0.2. Similarly for the row and column nor-
malization, we find their deviation from unity is constrained to be  0.2 - 0.4, for four out of six
such normalisations, while for the ⌫µ and ⌫e row normalisation the deviations are constrained to be
 0.07, all at the 3� CL. We emphasise that there is significant room for new low energy physics,
especially in the ⌫⌧ sector which very few current experiments constrain directly.

With the knowledge of sin2 2✓
13

now almost at the 5%
level, and interplay between the long baseline accelerator
⌫µ ! ⌫e appearance data [1, 2] and short baseline reactor
⌫e ! ⌫e disappearance [3–5] data, combined with prior
knowledge of ✓
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from ⌫µ ! ⌫µ disappearance data [6–8],
suggesting tentative global hints at �CP ⇡ 3⇡/2, there is
much merit to statements that we are now in the preci-
sion measurement era of neutrino physics. Our knowl-
edge of the distinct Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(PMNS) neutrino mixing matrix elements comes from
the plethora of successful experiments that have run since
the first strong evidence for neutrino oscillations, inter-
preted as ⌫µ ! ⌫⌧ oscillations, was discovered by Super-
Kamiokande in 1998 [9]. However, one must always re-
member that our knowledge of the matrix elements is
predominately in the ⌫e and ⌫µ sectors, and comes pri-
marily from high statistics ⌫e disappearance and ⌫µ dis-
appearance experiments, with the concept of unitarity
being invoked to disseminate this information onto the
remaining elements. With more statistics, the long base-
line ⌫µ ! ⌫e and ⌫µ ! ⌫e appearance experiments such
as T2K [10] and NO⌫A [11] will aid in ⌫µ sector precision
measurements.

Unitarity of a mixing matrix is a necessary condition
for a theoretically consistent description of the under-
lying physics, as non-unitarity directly corresponds to
a violation of probability in the calculated amplitudes.
In the neutrino sector unitarity can be directly veri-
fied by precise measurement of each of the mixing ele-
ments to confirm the unitarity condition: U †U = 1 =
UU†. In this there are 12 dependant conditions, six
of which we will refer to as normalisations (sum of the
squares of each row or column, e.g the ⌫e normalisation
|Ue1|2+ |Ue2|2+ |Ue3|2 = 1) and six conditions that mea-
sure the degree with which each unitarity triangle closes
(e.g the ⌫e⌫µ triangle: Ue1U⇤

µ1 + Ue2U⇤
µ2 + Ue3U⇤

µ3 = 0).
Currently, from direct measurements of the individual

elements only, the ⌫e normalisation is the sole condition
that can be reasonably constrained without any further
assumptions as to the origin of the non-unitarity [12].
In the quark sector, the analogous situation involv-

ing the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix has
been subject to intense verification as many distinct ex-
periments have access to probes of all of the V

CKM

el-
ements individually. Current data shows that the as-
sumption of unitarity for the 3x3 CKM matrix is valid in
the quark sector to a high precision, with the strongest
normalisation constraint being |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 =
0.9999 ± 0.0006 and the weakest still being significant
at |Vub|2 + |Vcb|2 + |Vtb|2 = 1.044± 0.06 [13]. Unlike the
quark sector, however, experimental tests of unitarity are
considerably weaker in the 3x3 U

PMNS

neutrino mixing
matrix. It remains an initial theoretical assumption in-
herent in many analyses [14–16], but is the basis for the
validity of the 3⌫ paradigm.
This non-unitarity can arise naturally in a large va-

riety of theories. A generic feature of many Beyond
the Standard Model scenarios is the inclusion of one
or more new massive fermionic singlets, uncharged un-
der the Standard Model (SM) gauge group, SU(3)C ⇥
SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y . If these new sterile states mix with the
SM neutrinos then the true mixing matrix is enlarged
from the 3x3 U

PMNS

matrix to a nxn matrix,
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These so-called sterile neutrinos have been a major
discussion point for both the theoretical and experimen-
tal communities for decades. If they have masses at or
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Unitarity is a fundamental property of any theory required to ensure we work in a theoretically
consistent framework. In comparison with the quark sector, experimental tests of unitarity for the
3x3 neutrino mixing matrix are considerably weaker. It must be remembered that the vast majority
of our information on the neutrino mixing angles originates from ⌫e and ⌫µ disappearance experi-
ments, with the assumption of unitarity being invoked to constrain the remaining elements. New
physics can invalidate this assumption for the 3x3 subset and thus modify our precision measure-
ments. We perform a reanalysis to see how global knowledge is altered when one refits oscillation
results without assuming unitarity, and present 3� ranges for allowed UPMNS elements consistent
with all observed phenomena. We calculate the bounds on the closure of the six neutrino unitarity
triangles, with the closure of the ⌫e⌫µ triangle being constrained to be  0.03, while the remaining
triangles are significantly less constrained to be  0.1 - 0.2. Similarly for the row and column nor-
malization, we find their deviation from unity is constrained to be  0.2 - 0.4, for four out of six
such normalisations, while for the ⌫µ and ⌫e row normalisation the deviations are constrained to be
 0.07, all at the 3� CL. We emphasise that there is significant room for new low energy physics,
especially in the ⌫⌧ sector which very few current experiments constrain directly.

With the knowledge of sin2 2✓
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now almost at the 5%
level, and interplay between the long baseline accelerator
⌫µ ! ⌫e appearance data [1, 2] and short baseline reactor
⌫e ! ⌫e disappearance [3–5] data, combined with prior
knowledge of ✓
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from ⌫µ ! ⌫µ disappearance data [6–8],
suggesting tentative global hints at �CP ⇡ 3⇡/2, there is
much merit to statements that we are now in the preci-
sion measurement era of neutrino physics. Our knowl-
edge of the distinct Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(PMNS) neutrino mixing matrix elements comes from
the plethora of successful experiments that have run since
the first strong evidence for neutrino oscillations, inter-
preted as ⌫µ ! ⌫⌧ oscillations, was discovered by Super-
Kamiokande in 1998 [9]. However, one must always re-
member that our knowledge of the matrix elements is
predominately in the ⌫e and ⌫µ sectors, and comes pri-
marily from high statistics ⌫e disappearance and ⌫µ dis-
appearance experiments, with the concept of unitarity
being invoked to disseminate this information onto the
remaining elements. With more statistics, the long base-
line ⌫µ ! ⌫e and ⌫µ ! ⌫e appearance experiments such
as T2K [10] and NO⌫A [11] will aid in ⌫µ sector precision
measurements.

Unitarity of a mixing matrix is a necessary condition
for a theoretically consistent description of the under-
lying physics, as non-unitarity directly corresponds to
a violation of probability in the calculated amplitudes.
In the neutrino sector unitarity can be directly veri-
fied by precise measurement of each of the mixing ele-
ments to confirm the unitarity condition: U †U = 1 =
UU†. In this there are 12 dependant conditions, six
of which we will refer to as normalisations (sum of the
squares of each row or column, e.g the ⌫e normalisation
|Ue1|2+ |Ue2|2+ |Ue3|2 = 1) and six conditions that mea-
sure the degree with which each unitarity triangle closes
(e.g the ⌫e⌫µ triangle: Ue1U⇤

µ1 + Ue2U⇤
µ2 + Ue3U⇤

µ3 = 0).
Currently, from direct measurements of the individual

elements only, the ⌫e normalisation is the sole condition
that can be reasonably constrained without any further
assumptions as to the origin of the non-unitarity [12].
In the quark sector, the analogous situation involv-

ing the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix has
been subject to intense verification as many distinct ex-
periments have access to probes of all of the V

CKM

el-
ements individually. Current data shows that the as-
sumption of unitarity for the 3x3 CKM matrix is valid in
the quark sector to a high precision, with the strongest
normalisation constraint being |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 =
0.9999 ± 0.0006 and the weakest still being significant
at |Vub|2 + |Vcb|2 + |Vtb|2 = 1.044± 0.06 [13]. Unlike the
quark sector, however, experimental tests of unitarity are
considerably weaker in the 3x3 U

PMNS

neutrino mixing
matrix. It remains an initial theoretical assumption in-
herent in many analyses [14–16], but is the basis for the
validity of the 3⌫ paradigm.
This non-unitarity can arise naturally in a large va-

riety of theories. A generic feature of many Beyond
the Standard Model scenarios is the inclusion of one
or more new massive fermionic singlets, uncharged un-
der the Standard Model (SM) gauge group, SU(3)C ⇥
SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y . If these new sterile states mix with the
SM neutrinos then the true mixing matrix is enlarged
from the 3x3 U

PMNS

matrix to a nxn matrix,
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MicroBooNE$

$
Detector$

Distance$from$
BNB$Target$

Ac;ve$
LAr$Mass$

SBND% 110%m% 112%ton%

MicroBooNE% 470%m% 87%ton%

ICARUS% 600%m% 476%ton%

Near$Detector$
SBND$

MiniBooNE%

Stephen Parke, Fermilab                                           TMEX @ U of Warsaw                                                                09/05/2014                      

MicroBooNE:

28

Role of MicroBooNE!

•  MicroBooNE will be the first of the new                                                   
SBN detectors!
–  Operating with beam in early 2015!

•  MicroBooNE will provide valuable early                                                        
data on performance of LAr detectors in                                                      
BNB beam!
–  Reconstruction software!
–  Measure reconstruction efficiency!
–  Cosmic backgrounds: effectiveness of                                                            

light system, selection criteria, need for                                                        
overburden!

–  Provide input to final designs of LAr1-ND and T600 update!
•  Provides a two detector system as soon as LAr1-ND or T600 is ready!
•  Impact of MicroBooNE in three detector program has not yet been fully 

explored!
–  Focus has been on optimization of the other two detectors!

7/24/14!Peter Wilson | Fermilab SBN Program Status and Planning!27!

Lowering$MicroBooNE$
Cryostat$into$LArTF$

Is the Low Energy Excess of MiniBooNE e^+/e^- or photons ?
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The Three-Detector SBN Program 

Far$Detector$
ICARUS$

MicroBooNE$

$
Detector$

Distance$from$
BNB$Target$

Ac;ve$
LAr$Mass$

SBND% 110%m% 112%ton%

MicroBooNE% 470%m% 87%ton%

ICARUS% 600%m% 476%ton%

Near$Detector$
SBND$

MiniBooNE%

Stephen Parke, Fermilab                                           TMEX @ U of Warsaw                                                                09/05/2014                      

MicroBooNE:
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Role of MicroBooNE!

•  MicroBooNE will be the first of the new                                                   
SBN detectors!
–  Operating with beam in early 2015!

•  MicroBooNE will provide valuable early                                                        
data on performance of LAr detectors in                                                      
BNB beam!
–  Reconstruction software!
–  Measure reconstruction efficiency!
–  Cosmic backgrounds: effectiveness of                                                            

light system, selection criteria, need for                                                        
overburden!

–  Provide input to final designs of LAr1-ND and T600 update!
•  Provides a two detector system as soon as LAr1-ND or T600 is ready!
•  Impact of MicroBooNE in three detector program has not yet been fully 

explored!
–  Focus has been on optimization of the other two detectors!

7/24/14!Peter Wilson | Fermilab SBN Program Status and Planning!27!

Lowering$MicroBooNE$
Cryostat$into$LArTF$

Is the Low Energy Excess of MiniBooNE e^+/e^- or photons ?

Short-baseline neutrino program!

10/31/2015! Steve Brice - Status of Fermilab and Future Plans!17!

First T300 in cleanroom at CERN!

Science goals:!
•  Understand the MiniBooNE excess and 

measure neutrino cross sections in argon!
•  Launch a definitive search for sterile 

neutrinos using multiple LAr TPCs!
•  Test and improve DUNE prototype design!

SBN recent achievements:!
•  MicroBooNE now taking neutrino data!
•  SBN Director’s Review mid-Dec 2015!
•  ICARUS detector moved to CERN and 

refurbishment started January 2015!
•  U.S. groups joined ICARUS collaboration!

Far detector building construction!
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Short-baseline neutrino program!

10/31/2015! Steve Brice - Status of Fermilab and Future Plans!17!

First T300 in cleanroom at CERN!

Science goals:!
•  Understand the MiniBooNE excess and 

measure neutrino cross sections in argon!
•  Launch a definitive search for sterile 

neutrinos using multiple LAr TPCs!
•  Test and improve DUNE prototype design!

SBN recent achievements:!
•  MicroBooNE now taking neutrino data!
•  SBN Director’s Review mid-Dec 2015!
•  ICARUS detector moved to CERN and 

refurbishment started January 2015!
•  U.S. groups joined ICARUS collaboration!

Far detector building construction!

SBN - Short-baseline neutrino program!

10/31/2015! Steve Brice - Status of Fermilab and Future Plans!16!

Primary challenge:!
Three detectors with one mission:  Are there more than 3 types of neutrinos?!

Lab objectives:!
•  MicroBooNE taking data in 2015!
•  SBND built and taking data by 2018!
•  Refurbished ICARUS detector at Fermilab  

and taking data by 2018!
SBND!

Near Detector !nm"

260t LAr!
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• Nature of the Neutrino
(Majorana (2) v Dirac (4) )

• Observing CPV in Neutrino Sector
(sin � 6= 0 )

• Observing the e↵ects of Sterile Neutrinos

• A convincing Model of Neutrino Masses and Mixing with measureable
predictions.

• Observation of New Physics in Neutrino Sector? Neutrino Decay, Non-
Standard Interactions, .....
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• Observing the e↵ects of Sterile Neutrinos

• A convincing Model of Neutrino Masses and Mixing with confirmed
predictions.

• Observation of New Physics in Neutrino Sector? Neutrino Decay, Non-
Standard Interactions, .....

• Your Neutrino Discovery !
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• Nature of the Neutrino
(Majorana (2) v Dirac (4) )

• Observing CPV in Neutrino Sector
(sin � 6= 0 )

• Observing the e↵ects of Sterile Neutrinos

• A convincing Model of Neutrino Masses and Mixing with confirmed
predictions.

• Observation of New Physics in Neutrino Sector? Neutrino Decay, Non-
Standard Interactions, .....

• Your Neutrino Surprise !
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